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Investment strategy delivers strong growth  

Bango has demonstrated considerable operational momentum over the 
recent past. Organically, the business has seen impressive geographic 
expansion and significant investment has been made in the product suite. 
Furthermore, the recent BilltoMobile acquisition in the US more than 
doubles FY15 end-user spend. We note that the strong growth in the 
business comes with no increase in the company’s cost base during the 
last two years, a testament to the power of its technology. Bango shares 
currently trade at around 55% of the September 2012 level.  

 Major geographic expansion with strong market presence: Bango 

is a global business, with over 100 live app store activations and (we 
estimate) over 40% addressable market share. Recent momentum has 
been strong, with moves into Africa, India, Latin America and the US. 
Bango has become the app store Direct Carrier Billing (DCB) market 
leader, with more deployments than any other single provider. The latest 
global app store to choose Bango is Microsoft for their cross-platform 
Windows Store. 

 Market-leading product suite: Bango’s key product offering is the 

Bango Payment Platform (BPP). In addition, it offers a number of “value-
added services” including Bango Grid, Bango Boost and Bango 
Dashboard which accelerate DCB customer and revenue growth.  We 
believe these products represent a distinct competitive advantage for 
Bango and in this note we describe these services. 

 Transformational M&A undertaken: Bango has recently announced 

the acquisition of BilltoMobile, the only US DCB player integrated with 
the four key US mobile operators. The consideration was £2.5m/$3.5m, 
paid mostly in cash. Bango becomes the dominant DCB provider to the 
US market. It is also financially transformational, as it more than doubles 
the FY15 end-user spend KPI. The BilltoMobile business will be 
migrated to the BPP, offering significant economies of scale given 
Bango’s largely fixed opex base.  

In 2012, management focused the Bango Payment Platform on app stores. 
Since then, the business has made significant operational progress, 
notably in terms of becoming the app store’s choice of Direct Carrier Billing 
(DCB) platform provider, greatly expanded reach and the development of 
a market leading product suite designed to support its app store partners. 
We strongly suggest that interested investors arrange to meet with 
management and learn more about Bango and its progress in the markets 
within which it operates.  
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FYE DEC 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015A 

Revenue (£m) 7.4 8.8 5.1 3.2 

Reported EBITDA (£m) -1.7 -3.0 -3.7 -3.1 

Reported EBIT (£m) -2.6 -4.9 -5.4 -5.0 

Reported EPS (p) -5.9 -10.5 -11.0 -9.1 

EV/ EBITDA n/a n/a n/a n/a 

P/E n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Introduction 

Bango was formed in 1999 and initially provided a mobile payment platform for all digital 
merchants. In 2012, having identified app stores as the likely primary distribution channel for 
digital content, management focused the business on this segment. Management’s thinking 
was predicated on three factors: 

- Growth in smartphone penetration would drive accompanying demand for apps 

- The sheer volume of merchants given the global nature of the internet would create 
the need for aggregators in the form of app stores i.e. single locations where end 
users could go to acquire content (apps).  

- On the supply side, merchants would be happy to give away some margin in order to 
achieve the broadest possible distribution reach for their content.  

As a result, Bango management focused the company’s product set and marketing on app 
store providers by giving them a mechanism to offer mobile payments to a much larger 
customer base. Using the Bango Payment Platform, these global stores can broaden their 
payment reach using billing services provided by mobile network operators (MNOs) and 
potentially other “alternative” payment methods. This capability can be activated through one 
integration to the Bango Payment Platform.  

With over 100 active billing routes, Bango claims the Bango Payment Platform has the 
broadest view across the app store market. This visibility enables Bango to assess payment 
performance that helps to improve user experience, leading to increased sales. The Bango 
Payment Platform optimizes the customer billing experience across all MNOs – or put 
plainly, it allows anybody, anywhere to pay for mobile content simply, quickly, and 
reliably.  

Operationally, Bango has made significant organic and non-organic progress since 2012, 
and in particular, we believe three key areas warrant specific attention:  

- The addressable market footprint has seen significant expansion (grown by 70%)  

- New product development and the competitive advantage derived from a focus on 
technology to grow mobile payments 

- Non-organic growth - BilltoMobile is a transformational deal, demonstrating that the 
BPP can handle significant levels of new business through organic or additional 
acquisitional growth. 

In financial terms, progress is demonstrated by the growth in the strategic KPI end-user 
spend (EUS), which in June 2016 grew to £159m on an annualised basis (+250% over June 
2015). We note recent management commentary (Jul-16 trading statement) highlighting that 
both footprint expansion and new products are making positive contributions to growth. 

Share price performance 

Bango shares currently sit at 91p, a 45% discount to the level of September 2012. The 
company has undertaken three fundraisings during the intervening period, generating over 
£23m of gross new funds. In capitalisation terms, Bango sits at an 8% discount to the level 
of four years ago. 
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Geographic footprint expansion 

Over the past four years, the Bango footprint has grown significantly, both in terms of the 
addressable end-user market and via the addition of new billing routes, (new billing routes 
are defined as an active DCB link between an app store and an MNO in a particular 
geographic market).  

Quantitatively, the number of active routes has more than doubled, with a resulting 70% 
uplift in the addressable market. The benefit of this expansion has been felt via impressive 
growth in end-user spend, the metric that measures the value of transactions processed 
over the BPP and the group’s primary KPI.  

New billing routes grow addressable market 

As the following chart demonstrates, Bango’s number of active billing routes has more than 
doubled over the past four years 

Bango – active app store billing routes  

 

   

Source: Company Information.  
Note - 2012 is as at year-end, 2016 is a mid-year figure 

2015 and 2016 have seen a number of high-profile activations, including: 

 UK - 3UK and the Windows and Samsung stores (2015) 

 Mexico - Iusacell and Nextel and the Google Play store (2015) 

 South Africa - Telkom and the Google Play store (2015) 

 India - Idea Cellular and the Google Play store (2016) 

 USA via BilltoMobile acquisition (2016) including the Google Play store on Verizon 
Wireless 

This is a sample of the activations Bango has made over the past eighteen months. It is 
worth highlighting that: 1) they are in large markets – for example India has a population of 
1.3bn and Mexico 122m and 2) the operators have large customer bases – for example Idea 
Cellular has over 172m subscribers, Verizon Wireless over 130M subscribers.  
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Furthermore, the pipeline remains strong. At the start of March 2016, management disclosed 
that a pipeline of over 200 opportunities is being pursued. Although conversion of all is not 
guaranteed, this appears impressive given the current base of over 100 activations.   

In August 2016, Bango announced the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding with 
Danal Korea Inc, to integrate the latter’s pan-Asian payments platform into the BPP and to 
exchange technical expertise. The agreement will allow Bango to provide additional payment 
routes for its leading global app store partners, thereby significantly extending the BPP’s 
payment reach. Danal’s initial focus has been on South Korea, China, Japan and Taiwan. 
Its customer base includes some of Asia's largest gaming and digital content providers, 
which will be able to enter markets currently not served by Danal through leveraging the 
Bango Payment Platform.  

Bango’s cost of activation is low. This is evidenced by opex levels remaining broadly stable 
in recent financial releases against the backdrop of significant growth in active billing routes. 
Activations are managed by Bango centrally, with app stores and MNOs working to a 
template. Activations do not typically require commitment of labour or equipment into a 
territory during the activation process.  

The result of the increase in routes is 70% improvement in the addressable market. 

Bango – addressable market (end-users bn) 

 

  

Source: Company Information 

Over the past four years, the total addressable market of end-users through the BPP has 
grown to over 1.7bn. The addition of new billing routes is not the only indicator of end-user 
spend (EUS) growth potential, because multiple stores are activated across the same route. 
For example, in UAE, where subscribers of mobile operator du can make DCB payments 
across BlackBerry World, Windows Phone Store, Google Play, Samsung Galaxy Apps and 
BlackBerry Messenger, using the Bango Payment Platform. 
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New platform and product developments 

Bango’s core product offering is the Bango Payment Platform (BPP) – a unique, scalable, 
plug and play architecture that enables app stores to greatly increase the number of active, 
paying customers by offering DCB and potentially other payment methods at global scale.  

The BPP enables very high volumes of transactions to be processed through a fixed cost 
base. Every transaction through the platform contributes to gross profit and increased 
transaction volume drives Bango towards profitability. This enables Bango to establish 
sustainable pricing models that have longevity as business scales up.  

As discussed in the previous section, the platform operates globally, with blue-chip app store 
and MNO customers. This is shown graphically in the following chart. 

Bango Payment Platform 

 

 

 

Source: Company Information 

With app store payments having traditionally focussed on credit cards for payment 
processing, the BPP provides an API-level interface1 between app stores and MNOs back 
office systems (e.g. user identification, authentication, billing systems), broadening the 
former’s payment reach to the mobile phone bill. 

Bango has three key competitors in the DCB space, Boku Inc (USA), DoCoMo Digital 
(Japan/Germany) and Fortumo OY (Estonia). As detailed in our previous research, we 
estimate Bango has over 40% DCB market share by activations.  

                                                        

1 APIs (application programming interfaces) provide a way to connect computer software components. APIs 
make it possible for organizations to open their backend data and functionality for reuse in new application 
services. An API achieves this by facilitating interactions between code modules, applications and backend 
IT systems. The API specifies the way in which these different software components can interact with each 
other and enables content and data to be shared between components. 
(Definition courtesy of http://www.apiacademy.co/resources/api-strategy-lesson-101-what-is-an-api/)  
 

 

http://www.apiacademy.co/resources/api-strategy-lesson-101-what-is-an-api/)
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Platform investment – Bango has focussed on the development of updating and upgrading 
APIs. Having been in continuing development since 1999, the BPP API is now up to version 
5. Bango has also invested heavily in integration tools, developing templates for MNOs to 
reduce integration costs and times. In doing so, Bango claims to have provided the first 
plug-and-play technology for activating mobile payments. 

Product investment – App stores  

The Bango strategy is to become the industry platform that enables every smartphone user 
to quickly and easily pay for digital content. The added value product initiatives will further 
support Bango’s market leadership position. 

Bango’s focus on app store customers has led the launch of three new enhancements to the 
core BPP offering over the past three years. BPP customers receive access to these 
products at no extra cost, with the value flowing from additional EUS generated. All three 
leverage the BPP, and we believe they represent a key source of competitive advantage for 
Bango - particularly the Boost and Grid offerings.  

 BANGO DASHBOARD – Gives app stores and operators the information and insights 
that enable higher payment success, thereby increasing EUS (launched 2013) 

 BANGO BOOST – Improves the performance of operators DCB systems to generate 
additional EUS through activated payment routes faster, without increasing the cost of 
delivery (launched 2015) 

 BANGO GRID – Gets app stores live quickly and securely, reducing launch costs and 
getting to customers and revenue faster (launched 2015) 

Dashboard, Grid and Boost are analytics/business intelligence tools, designed to improve 
customer decision making. Each are discussed in the following sections of this report.  

Bango Dashboard 

Bango Dashboard provides at-a-glance real-time, online, aggregation of end-user spend, 
content purchases, failed transactions and conversion rates in a consistent, uniform way. It 
is available to app stores and MNOs over the public internet at any time, from any device.  

The service is customised for both app store and MNO customers. The app store product 
allows the store to analyse carrier billed sales across all operators. MNOs can measure 
carrier billing sales across multiple app stores. 
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Bango Dashboard – sample screenshot  

 

  

 

Source: Company Information 

Bango Dashboard is currently in mass-deployment amongst the Bango customer base.  

Bango Boost 

Bango Boost is a technology designed to actively grow the user base and maximise payment 
activity. Where Dashboard presents a “big-picture” summary of end-user activity, Boost 
provides further analysis of the underlying data, anonymised external benchmarking and 
recommendations to the customer on targeted actions to maximise end-user DCB revenue. 

The following graphic demonstrates the impact on end-user DCB spend (y-axis) of 
recommendations made by Bango Boost to an MNO over time (x-axis). 

Bango Boost – Sample impact 

 

 

Source: Company Information 
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In our view, Bango Boost is both a powerful tool and a source of competitive advantage. 
While competitors (e.g. Fortumo) have a basic Dashboard product, we have been 
unable to identify a comparable product to Boost. We understand that none of Bango 
competitor’s offerings are designed exclusively for app stores so they are unable to 
replicate these products with the same degree of accuracy, focus and benefit to the app 
stores.  

As with Dashboard, Bango Boost is gaining increased deployment amongst the customer 
base.  

Bango Grid 

There are hundreds of carrier billing routes yet to be activated across the major app stores. 
Bango, the market leader has activated over 100, highlighting the massive growth potential. 
Bango Grid allows partners to plan and prioritize new markets, activate and launch new 
payment providers, manage and control existing activation. 

 

Bango Grid – Sample screenshot  

 

 

Source: Company Information 
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We believe the Grid product provides a further source of competitive advantage. As the 
market leader in DCB, Bango has the greatest volume of billing routes and deep 
relationships with most of the leading app stores. Whilst Grid’s functionality could be 
replicated, the underlying data quality provided by Bango should be higher than a competitor 
could offer.   

Having been launched in 2015, Bango Grid is in ongoing deployment.  

 

Customer references 

Bango has a global, blue-chip customer base. Below we present some sample customer 
references for Bango and the BPP. 

“Bango offers our operator partners a sophisticated platform for launching, managing and 
growing carrier billing business in the Windows Store.” Todd Brix, Windows Store general 
manager  

“Telkom is striving to make our customers’ experience more streamlined and simple. This 
partnership with Bango provides Telkom customers with a seamless experience for 
purchasing apps from Google Play and charging them directly to their mobile phone bill or 
airtime”. Attila Vitai, MD of Mobile and Consumer at Telkom ZA. 
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EUS growth demonstrates operational progress made 

Recent reporting has demonstrated the financial benefit of the expanding footprint and 
product development via accelerating growth in the key EUS metric. This is summarised in 
the following chart.  

Bango – end-user spend (£m, annualised exit run-rate) 

 

   

Source: Company Information 
Note: Blue bars represent existing Bango business, the grey bar represents the 
recent BilltoMobile acquisition 

End-user spend (EUS) represents the total value of payment transactions from content sales 
through the Bango Payment Platform. EUS is management’s primary KPI for assessing 
business performance since it is the key indicator of the company’s performance in a high 
growth market.  

Growth in activations has been a key driver of the improvement in EUS, and we believe the 
outlook is positive. The pipeline is strong and public statements from Bango have been 
encouraging. In the 2016 interim results, Bango revealed EUS exited June 2016 at £159m 
on a run-rate basis, a 143% improvement on June 2015. The third quarter saw further 
growth, with annualised EUS standing at £167.4m. The company also disclosed that growth 
has been delivered using the same technology and operational processes and within the 
existing cost base. 
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M&A: BilltoMobile 

In May 2016 Bango announced the acquisition of BilltoMobile, the largest processor of DCB 
payments in the USA. The consideration was $3.5m/£2.5m, paid primarily in cash. We view 
the transaction as being strategically sensible and in our view the deal was done at an 
attractive price. For us the key features of the deal are: 

 Strategically sensible: The Bango footprint is significantly expanded. Bango becomes 

the dominant provider in the important US market, BilltoMobile being currently the only 
operator service with direct customer relationships with the four key MNO operators – 

Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile and Sprint. In aggregate, the four major US operators have over 
400m customers. BilltoMobile currently processes carrier billing payments for app stores 
and major merchants including Google Play and Microsoft.  

 Attractive valuation: For around $3.5m/£2.5m, Bango acquired the largest carrier 
billed payments processor in the US by volume, which reported $80m/£55m of End-

user spend in 2015.  

 Financially transformational for Bango: BilltoMobile processed approx. $80m/£55m 
in 2015. Bango disclosed £45m for the same period. Note BilltoMobile’s gross margin on 
EUS of 1.6% is in line with Bango’s own figure (1.8% FY15A) 

 Economies of scale enhanced: Over time, the BilltoMobile business will be migrated to 

the BPP, offering significant additional economies of scale given Bango’s largely fixed 
opex base. New End-user spend can be absorbed into the platform at no additional 
processing cost. We note that no staff, equipment nor premises are being acquired.  

 Upside potential from analytics products: We understand from Bango that the US 

DCB market has historically been under-served in terms of analytics products. Bango 
intends to deploy the Dashboard, Boost and Grid in the US later this year (2H2016) and 
we note the company’s claim that MNOs which have adopted Bango Boost have gained 
between 20% and 70% incremental revenue growth, benefiting Bango End-user spend. 

 The vendor becomes a partner: BilltoMobile is a subsidiary of Danal Inc, a leading US 

player in mobile identity solutions which will continue to market these products to the 
same big four US MNOs as BilltoMobile. As part of the transaction, Danal received Bango 
shares to an implied $500,000 value and a continued relationship with Bango. Danal is 
therefore highly incentivised, both operationally and financially for the BilltoMobile 
acquisition to be successful.  
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